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Some Limitations on Microwave Air-Conductivity Measurements

I. Introduction

Because of the impxtsnce of the air conductivity to the nuclear EMP
problem it is often desired to measure this parsmeter in the nuclear EMP environ-
ment, simultaneously with measurements of the electromagnetic field components.
One often suggested technique is the measurement of the smplitude snd/or phase
snift of a microwave signal which is transmitted from one antema and received
by snother sntenna in this conducting environment. However, this measurement
can be influenced by several phemomena, including the electric field dependence
of the electron mobiliti~, changes in the antenna characteristics, and the mag-
netic field dependence of the electron mobility, causing a possible rotation of
the microwave polarization. The last of these effects is of minor si~ificance
oecause, for sea level air, the EMP magnetic fields are not intense enough to
raise the electron cyclotron (or Larmor) frequency to near the electron momentum
transfer collision *frequency in air. Hence, this last effect will not be con-
sidered in this note.

However, the electric field dependence of the electron mobility and
changes in the microwave sntenna characteristics can affect the validity of
the air-conductivity measurement. Each of these effects will be considered
with emphasis on the first because of its fundamental relationship to this
type of air-conductivity measurement. We will be concerned principally with
electron conductivity effects but most of the results can be used by exten-
sion for io~ic conductivity effects.

II. Microwave Air Conductivity: Small Electric Fields

To better understand the adverse effects of the electric field dependence
of the electron mobility on the microwave-conductivity, first consider the
simpler case in which the electric field is sufficiently small that the electron
mobility is independent of the electric field st e gth.

f.!
With this restriction

we have, for a microwave with time dependence e , a complex electron mobility
given by

=
B IJr + JD.
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where

(1)

(2)

and

(3)

where e/m is the electron charge to mass ratio, w is the radisn microwave
)“ frequency, v is the electron momentum transfer coQison frequency, and t
-. is time. These mobility equations csn be derived from simplified equations

“ of motion for the conduction electrons. More accurate expressions involve
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integrals over tQe electron
electron energy.~ However,

energy spectrum since vis a function of the ‘“ .
the assumption of a single collision frequency

does not introduce a significant error.

If we now assume a collision frequency given by2

v e=— (4)
A m‘DC

/

where Tow frequency (and small electric field) value of the~C ‘is the ~
electron mobility, we then have
. %Cu = —.— (5)r 1 + (: ~ @*

and

(6)

Using this last formulation we can see tnat in the limit of low frequencies
(u)<<v )

u
r ‘ ‘DC

and
Lli’o

(aswe would expect. For high frequencies (w5> v) we have

Ur =0

(7)

(8)

(9)

(M)

which is another simple result.

Looking at the high frequency case Just derived we can see that
the microwave mobility is independent of p

ZJc”Thus,a high frequency
measurement does not really measure the con uctivity of the gas for
EMP purposes. Rather, it measures the electron number density, n,
since the microwave conductivity is proportional to the product of
the electron number density and the microwave mobility. Since such a
measurement is independent of IJmfi,it is also unaffected by the depend-
ence of the electron mobility o$the electric field (*o ~e consi~ered
later).

i. Margen~,

2. All units
specified.

H.,

are

~s. Rev, 69, 508 (1964)

taken in the rationalized m.k.s. system unless otherwise
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NOW, for dry STP air (273°K, 76o mm Hg) we have, using the definition
of equation (4),

w. = 1.57 meter2/volt-sec (11)
JJL

end thus

,,v =l.lx1O1l see-l (12)

The microwave frequency,f’,which can be consideredthe transition between
the high and low frequency cases is (for dry STP air).

f=:n= 1.8 x 1010 C~S = 18 gigacycles (13)

This parsmeter scales inversely with v . (Look ahead to figure 1 to see

‘he ‘ariation ‘f ‘DC (Be for E = O) wi% density and water vapor content.)
If the probing frequency is much higher than about 18 gigacycles then the
electron density is measured; if it is much less, the air conductivity is

measured. Thus far, we have consideredtwo types of measurements: an air
conductivitymeasurement or an electron density measurement. Ideally, we
may wish to measure the air conductivity,but this measurement has some
difficultieswhich we shall now discuss.

111, MicrowaveAir Conductivity: Large Electric Fields

In the nuclear EMP environment, the @rge electric fields raise the
electron temperatureand make the electron mobility (as ‘tseen’fby the EMP
electric field) and conductivityfunctions of this large electric field.
The electron mobility, M , shown in figure 1, is a function of the mole-
cular density,N, of theeair under consideration,the molecular fractio ‘

3of water vapor, f~ ~, present, and the magnitude of the electric field.

$“However, the effec Lve mobility and thus conductivityis not necessarily
the same as that “seen” by the large IMP electric field, If we assume that
the radian microwave frequency is much less than the electron momentum
transfer collisionfrequency, there is no imaginary component to the
effectivemicrowave conductivity. The effective microwave conductivitycan
then ‘becalculatedby using a perturbation analysis (for sufficientlysmall
microwave electric fields) on the basic conductivityrelationships. However,
if our results require that the electron temperature change because of the
microwave electric field, as they will require for the microwave field parallel
to the EMP electric field, then for validity of our results the probing
frequencywill need to be always much less than the electron -energyexchange
collision frequency (which is @ turn much less than the electron momentum
trsnsfer collisionfrequency).4

Tnus, as illustratedin figure 2, we may
current densitiesassociatedwith both the El@

3

assume electric fields and
and the microwave signal,

3. These curves are constructed from the measurementsof Dr. Phelps of
Westinghouseusing the techniques outlined in EMP TheoreticalNotes VI
and XII by this author.
b. See EMP TheoreticalNotes VI and XII for a discussion of these two types
of collision frequencies,
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given by

+
electric I’ittl.: d
magnitude P.
components Ex, E -

Y
conductioncurrent
density ?’ ““’

. magnitude J
components Jx, J

Y

The basic equation to be consideredis simply

or

Jx = IS(E) Ex

microwave signal

d
AE
AEx, AEy

‘ At
AJ
AJX, AJ

Y

(14)

(15)

and
J =a(E)E (16)
Y Y

where .

u (E) = en Be(E) (17)

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge, n is the electrimnumber
density,and v {,E)(or Just v ) is.the electron mobility, a function-ofthe
magnitude of t~e total electr?c field present. Because of the assumed small
size of the microwave electric field the EMP fields and currentsare
essentiallyequal to the total fields and currents so that equations (14)
through (17) apply directly both to the EMP fields and currents and to the
total fields and currents.”Note that the total conductioncurrent density
is parallel to the total electric field. This last property will not
necessarilyapply to the microwave conductioncurrent density and electric
field,but the effective microwave conductivitycan be calculatedby using a
perturbationanalysis on equations (14) through (17).

Thus4Qven ~ and G(E), we can calculatethat ~ which wiU result from
a~iven AE by consideringthe first order terms in a Taylor expansion for
Q, i.e.,

3J ~J
AJx=&-AEx+$AE

x. Yy

and AJ= $U+>m
Y x

x Yy

This can be rewritten in matrix form as
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(AJX,

or simply as

A; . (CA) . Afi

where. aJx
u

‘~

aJx
u
XY ‘T

Y

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Equation (21) is a m~re general form of the conductivityrelationshipbetween
conduction current density and electric field, snd should be adequate for
sufficient~ small AE so that the first terms of the eqansion for ~ accurately
describe AJ. ~is~ of co~se> Pres~es that at Iext one of the partial.deri-
vatives used is non-zero.

We can proceed now to calculatethe components of (aA) using equations
(14) through (17) together with the relation

E= (EX2 + Ey2)1/2 (26)
Tlnusfor a=

a(u(E)Ex)
u =

~Ex

~o(E) &= u(E) + Ex ~ x ~ (EX2+EY2)‘1/2X2E
x

EX2 ,0 (E)
=CJ(E)+~~

‘[ E2

1

ad~)=u(E) “1+~—
o(E)E 3E

or using equation (17) .

$

[

E< ap
o 1=u(E) l+&&

e

(a’)

(28)
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or

acT(E) ~
=Ex~x2

= ‘xEy au(E)
E a~’

(E 2+E 2)-1/2QE
x Y Y

..

‘xEy acf(E). a(E) ~(E)E ~

au=

‘w =
cr(E)# ~

e
for cs

yx
3(a(E)E1,)

%x=

or

ayx =

%(E)
E—ya~x

EE
YEX aa(E)

aE

and we can see that

ayx ‘
or that the

*YY=

~ (EX2+EY2)-1/2x2Ex

aw
matrix is symmetric,’snd finally for a

YY

3(u(E)E )

3E
Y

acJ(E)
o(E)+Ey~ x $ (EX2+E2)-1/2fiE

Y Y

E2
aa(E)

a(E)%?&~

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)



‘i?hes,eresults can be summarized

(35)

in the form

(36)

Referring to figure 2 we can put (uA) in a convenientform by use of
the angle, $, the angle between ~ and the x axis. Thus

In this form we can see.a common factor in all the matrix components, i.e.,

E aue
T x’ which is plotted in figure 3 versus the density-normalizedelectric

f?eld. The curves in this figure are derived from the curves of figure 1 by
taking the slope (on a log-log plot) of the curves in figure 1:

(38)

As such, the curves of figure 3 are less accurate than those of figure 1,
but the purpose of figure 3 is to show the difficulty involved in relat-
ing a low frequency microwave conductivitymeasurement to the air conductiv-
ity. For convenience,figure 4 is included to give the saturationmolecular
fraction of water vapor, fsat, as a function of the temperatureand the
molecular density of the an under consideration,

The low-frequencymicrowave conductivitymatrix can be reduced to
its simplest form by defining ~ne of the coordinate axes of figure 2, say
the x axis, to be parallel to E, i.e., set$= O. Then

(39)
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and the matrix is diagonalized. With this last resultwe can define a as
kthe conductivityfor the component of the microwave electric field par lel

to the EM? electric field and a, as the,conductivityfor the componentof
the microwave electric field pe-~endicularto the El@ electric field. Thus

[

‘//
‘, (U*) =

o

= where
r

and

a~ = es(E)

These last results can

a(lleE)

‘//
=en— 3E

and

‘A = enve

)
o,

L3L
.. —,

be written in differentform as

(40)

(4.2)

(k3)

,... (-kl+)

showing that, for the microwave electric field parallel to the EMT electric
field, the appropriatemobility is the derivativeof the electron drift
velocity with respectto the electric field;while for the microwave
electric field perpendicularto the EMF electric field, the appropriate
mobility is the ratio of the electron drift velocityto the “electricfield.
These latter two quantitiesare both functionsof the EMP electric field.
The qu~t#ty Be is plotted in figure 1 while the correctionfactor to .Pe,

l+#e*, for microwave electric fields parallel to the El@ electric
fields 1s plotted in figure 3 (us~w the right vertic~ sc~e). .

Some qualitative informationcsn be gained from the results of
equations (41) and (42). Apparently, if a low frequencyand low intensity
microwave electric field is polarized such that it is always perpendicular
to the EMP electric field (at the measurementlocation),then this micro-
wave field cen measure a(E), the air conductivitypertinentto the EMP
electric field. However,the measurement geometrymust be chosen to
ensure that the two electric fields are perpendicular. Otherwise,there
will be two differentconductivitiesand thus t,wodifferentpropagation
constants affectingthe microwave signal. This latter effect tends to
rotate the microwave polarizationif the microwave is being transmitted
as a free wave. ..
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We have arrived at what seems to be an unusual result, i.e., the
possibility of the measurement of a non-lineu quantity, u(E)& by means

of the effect of this parameter on a much smaller quantity, &E, than the

principal qualtity,~, which is present. This technique might be appli-

cable.to other non-linearphenomena of similar mathematical form. Of
course, even though we have referred to a microwave in this discussion,
the analysis applies to other forma of electromagneticmeasuing tech-
niques in which a perturbing eleetric field is used. The above analysis

for the electron conductivity,inair is not necessazy for the ion
conductivitysince the ion mass is much larger than the electron mass.
This keeps the ion temperaturethermal for electric fields of interest,

. and the ion mobility is independent of electric”fieldstrength,

IV. Microwave Antenna Limitations

In additionto the basic problem of the behavior of the quantity to
be measured (the air conductivity)there are problems associated with the
measurement system, In particular, if we are concernedwith using the
modulation of a transmittedmicrowave signal as a measurement system,

,.,.

we are faced with special problems associatedwith the necessary antennas
for the transmissionand reception of the microwave signal. These problems
arise from the fact that the antenna characteristicsare, in general,
dependent on the electromagneticparameters of the medium in which the
antenna is placed. For example, if the directivityof the transmitting
antenna (a measure of the solid .?mglespreading of the transmitted wave)
changes significantly,the electric field strength at the receiving antenna
is correspondinglychanged. Such an effect would appear as a false attenua-
tion of the microwave signal and thus an error in an attenuationmeasurement.
Also if the effective aperture of the receiving antenna (a measure of the
efficiency of collectionof the signal) changes significantly,there will
be another apparent attenuationin the measurement. Both of these effects
must be considered (and, ideally, avoided) for a valid measurement.

We might try to avoid these antenna problems by choosing the geometry
such that the antennas can be shielded to some extent from the nuclear
radiation environmentto significantlyreduce the air conductivity in the
vicinity of the antennas, However, the use of this technique introduces ‘
other problems involving the transition of the transmittedmicrowave
signal from the “non-conducting”region (near the transmitting antenna)
to a conductingregion (the measurement region) and back to a “non-
conducting”region (near the receiving mtenna), At the interfaces
between these regions the transmitted signal can be both re~lected and.
refracted (i.e.,have its direction altered on passing through the bound-
ary). To avoid reflectionswe can make the thickness of the bounda~
region large comparedto a signal wave length or we can measure the
signal reflectedback into the transmitting antenna as a check, TO

avoid refractionswe can make the boundaries perpendictiarto the direc-
tion of propagation of the probing signal.

fi$s~ antenna limitations apply for both high and low frequency
measurements (as defined in Section II). The seriousnessof these
limitationswill be affected to some extent by the probing frequency,
Depending on this latter parameter we may wish to measure attenuation
or phase shift, both of which will be affected (althoughdifferently)
by the antenna limitations,but when measuring phase shift, we must also
consider the attenuationbecause, in general, the attenuation and phase
shift informationare contained together, For a phase shift measurement
the attenuation can be removed from the measurement by the use of at
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least two independentmeasurementsof the phase and amplitudein~ormation
containedin the transmittedsignal..Tinslly, we may increasethe path

length of the probing signal through the conductingregion to the extent
that sny errors due to antennalimitationsare small comparedto the effects
of the intended measurementon the probing signal. Thus it would’seem that
we can avoid the antenna limitationson our measurementby a good choice of
the various parameters at our disposal.

v. Summary

We have consideredtwo general types of microwave measurementscon-
cerningthe air conductivity:an electron density measurementif the probing
frequencyis much higher than the electron momentum transfer collision
frequency,and an air conductivitymeasurementi~ the probing frequency is
much lower them the electronmomentum transfer collisionfrequency, If we
wish to measure the air conductivityduring the time when the ions are the
important contribution,then the probing frequencywill also need to be
much lower than the ion collision frequency,or much less than about 2 giga-
cycles.

However, if we wish to measure the air conductivityby the low frequency
technique then we should considerthe anisotropyintroducedinto the air con-
ductivity (as measured by the microwave)by the intense ~ electric field.
Specifically,the polarizationof the microwave electricfield should be
chosen to be perpendicularto the El@ electric field, Otherwise,the air
conductivityas measured by the microwavewill have correctionfactors such
as illwtrated in figure 3.

Besides the basic problems associatedwith the physics of the air
conductivitythere are environmentalproblems associatedwith the micro-
wave transmissionend receptionsystem. The electricalcharacteristics
of the antenna systems may be a functionof the environmentand introduce
errors into the measurement. If we minimize these adverseeffects and
increase the sensitivityof the microwave“tot,heair conductivityor
electron density (such as by increasingthe length of the microwave
transmission path) we may reduce these errors to acceptablelevels.

Finally, we should note that the general technique outlined in this
note is not the only method for measuringthe air conductivity. For
example,we could measure both the EMP electric field and current density
and from these measurementsinfer the air conductivity.

We would like to thsmk Mrs. Beverly Berger for her calculation~
assistancein the preparationof this note.
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30 September 1965
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